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Abstract: Maritime Inventory Routing Problem (MIRP) is an important issue in the optimization of maritime 

distribution and transportation. This problem is related to planned ship’s routing and scheduling in delivery of goods 

from the depot to some demand points by minimizing associated costs such as transportation and inventory 

management costs. This paper discusses how to solve MIRP with multi ships and limited undedicated compartments 

used to deliver bulk products from the depot port to the several consumption ports. The new hybrid metaheuristics are 

used to find the optimal assignment routes and schedule of ships along time horizon. This research modifies several 

metaheuristics algorithms called Modified Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization (MHPSO) to find the best solution for 

MIRP. The algorithm of this method is developed from the combination of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), 

Nahwaz-Enscore-Ham (NEH), and 3-Opt. Some metaheuristic methods such as Genetic Algorithm (GA), Tabu Search 

(TS), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (HGA), and Hybrid Tabu Search (HTS) were 

also developed in the same way to test and compare with the proposed method. Based on the ten test data instances, it 

can be concluded that MHPSO provides 0.64% effectiveness better results than other metaheuristic methods. 

Keywords: Maritime inventory routing problem, Transportation, Hybrid metaheuristics, Particle swarm optimization, 

Genetic algorithm, Tabu search. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

In supply chain management, all parties in the 

chain manage to achieve profitable value. It 

challenges management to deliver superior customer 

value at less cost to the whole supply chain [1]. Cost 

is the most important factor in decision-making [2]. 

Logistic management becomes part of supply chain 

management when it focuses to plan the flow of 

products and information through a business [1]. The 

process of logistics strategically manages the 

procurement, movement, and storage of products and 

their parts in such a way that profitability is 

maximized by cost efficiency to fulfill orders. The 

efficiency objective becomes important since it 

provides a competitive advantage. In other words, a 

company that cannot obtain efficiency in any of its 

business activities will not survive in competition 

with other companies. The company cannot push 

down the cost of business activity and cannot produce 

low price products. It is hard for the company to 

compete with other companies. Therefore, decision-

making and optimization in vehicle routing to 

distribute and allocate transportation are very 

important [3]. 

Transportation and inventory management are the 

most important issues in supply chain management 

[4]. The integration of these two issues in the 

efficiency achievement process provide significant 

savings instead of treating them separately [4]. 

Product distribution strategies in the transportation 

process should consider the status of every inventory 

edge. These edges can be depots or customers to 

whom the products send to. The strategy considers 

any costs that appear along with the distribution. This 

problem is called the Inventory Routing Problem 

(IRP). IRP focuses mainly on the logical aim of cost 

reduction [5]. Cost calculation involved any activities 
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both in transportation and inventory management. 

These costs have relation to each other. 

Transportation cost is the main cost in distribution 

activity. It has relation to fuel use. Therefore, any 

strategies should consider optimization of this cost, 

such as achieving a short distance. The main cost in 

inventory management is stock-out cost. The 

objective of IRP is to minimize all costs that appear 

in a route of delivery. 

IRP usually appears in a routine delivery type, 

such as the delivery of bulk products such as oil or 

cement. The most used transportation mode to deliver 

bulk products from suppliers to the customers is 

through sea by ships. This IRP is called Maritime 

Inventory Routing Problem (MIRP). According to 

the IRP, MIRP has a problem planning ships’ routing 

and scheduling to optimize costs in maritime 

transportation and inventory management [6]. Most 

suppliers and customers in a routine MIRP are in the 

same management or company. Supplier is depot port, 

and the customers are distributors of the company. In 

this paper, distributors were called consumption ports. 

In this type of organization, the depot has full 

information control on the inventory status of 

consumption ports. In supply chain management, this 

condition can be implemented in the different 

companies between depot and consumption ports if 

the depot have full control to obtain information on 

the consumption port needs. The number of products 

delivered in the distribution activity does not depend 

on the demand of consumption ports. Depot ports 

check the status of product inventory and determine 

which kind of product and how many products are 

brought. 

MIRP has special conditions compared with other 

kinds of transportation. The transportation in MIRP 

uses a huge capacity ship to deliver bulk products [7], 

although it can be implemented in a small capacity 

ship. Usually, ships have one or more compartments 

to bring the products. There are two types of 

compartments, namely dedicated and undedicated 

compartments. A dedicated compartment cannot be 

used to bring different product types. It only can be 

used to bring one product type, while an undedicated 

compartment can be used to bring different product 

types in other traveling. The number of products 

types is usually more than the number of 

compartments, that is why an undedicated 

compartment is proper to bring bulk products. A 

compartment can be filled with a different type of 

product after it has been emptied [8]. The calculation 

process to plan the route of a ship is more complex if 

a ship with dedicated compartments is used to bring 

the bulk product. It is not efficient since one or some 

compartments are set to empty because the product 

type needed by a distributor is not proper with the 

compartment. 

The main planning of the route of a ship is 

processed when the ship arrives in a depot. The ship 

is assigned to the next route of delivery. In the 

assignment management, the duty of an officer is 

searching for the optimum route by selecting 

distributors and products that are brought. This 

selection needs double optimum searching since the 

process against a problem of searching optimum 

route and what kinds of products that are brought. Not 

all products demanded by the consumption port can 

be brought by a ship, since the number of product 

types is more than the number of compartments. The 

objective of MRIP is to obtain effective minimum 

costs. Therefore, every effort to search optimum 

result must consider the minimum cost. The problem 

of the calculation for every routing case is an NP-

Hard problem. The consequence of the problem is 

that large-scale MIRP cannot be solved by exact 

methods to obtain optimum solution [9]. It is hard for 

exact methods to solve complex problem such as 

MIRP and must calculate double optimum searching 

in feasible time [10]. The use of exact method only 

provides limited size instances of MIRP and cannot 

solve large-scale cases efficiently [11]. Metaheuristic 

methods are able to solve MIRP that are difficult to 

be solved by exact method [12]. This method 

provides a feasible and high-quality solution. 

Metaheuristic methods do not guarantee optimal 

solutions but they are able to solve in reasonable 

computing time. Some research uses this method to 

solve MIRP. Some metaheuristic methods are used to 

solve MIRP with time window constraints [13]. The 

metaheuristic method is Particle Swarm Optimization 

(PSO) with Composite Particle (PSO-CP) to solve the 

problem and a combination of other metaheuristics to 

validate the result. A hybrid metaheuristic was 

proposed to solve multiple time windows MIRP [8]. 

This is multi-heuristics based on Genetic Algorithm 

(GA) as a strategy to select ship, route, product type, 

and quantity of products. This method is concluded 

as flexible to implement for other variants of MIRP. 

Tabu Search (TS) method is designed to solve pickup 

and delivery vehicle routing problem for multi-visit 

that closely relate to MIRP [14]. This method can 

produce optimal or near optimal solution for the 

proposed problem in a short time. 

PSO works as a representation movement of 

organisms in a bird flock or fish school. The particles 

in PSO move to the combination of best particle and 

the best position of it. GA is inspired by the process 

of natural selection such as mutation, crossover, and 

selection. Tabu Search is local search method. It 

searches potential solution and check its immediate 
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neighbors. These metaheuristic methods have the 

same initialization process. All of the data is 

generalized randomly in initialization process. 

Hybrid technique that is implemented in PSO 

(MHPSO) also can be implemented in GA and TS. 

According to this condition, GA and TS are also 

treated with the same hybrid process as PSO to 

compare the result. 

The objective of this paper is to solve MIRP with 

multi ships and limited undedicated compartments 

used to deliver bulk products from the depot port to 

the consumption port. The assignment of every ship 

is obtained when the ship arrived at the depot port. 

Ships arrive at the depot port one by one at different 

times. The process is executed within a specific time 

horizon. Every planning and assignment schedule is 

processed with the metaheuristics method to obtain 

optimum transportation and inventory management 

costs. Referring to previous research that had 

succeeded in solving problems using the 

metaheuristic method, it was used to calculate 

optimum route of the ships and product types brought 

by the ships in this paper. The metaheuristic method 

uses hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization (HPSO) to 

solve Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) in bulk 

product transportation [15]. This method is modified 

(Modified HPSO – MHPSO) to obtain better and 

proper solution to solve MIRP. The other 

metaheuristic methods namely GA and Tabu Search 

(TS) are used to compare with the result of MHPSO. 

The two methods are also treated in the same way as 

MHPSO to become Hybrid GA (HGA) and Hybrid 

Tabu Search (HTS). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 

Section 2 describes problem description. Section 3 

presents a proposed method to solve MIRP. Section 

4 describes the experiments and results. The last 

section concludes the results of the paper. 

2. Problem description 

This paper studies IRP in t he  delivery of bulk 

product by ships. This problem is called MIRP. 

MIRP is a complex problem. This problem is 

observed in a predetermined time horizon. Along that 

time horizon, ships take turns delivering bulk 

products from depot to the port cities. Each ship is 

assigned after the ship docked at the depot. The 

main objective of the assignment is to deliver bulk 

products at the lowest cost. This activity requires very 

careful calculations. Otherwise, the ship assignment 

will cost a lot of money.  

Fig. 1 shows routes of the ships. They deliver 

products from depot to consumption ports. SiRj denotes 

ship i travels in route j. This ship serves port P (1, 2, ...,  
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Figure. 1 Routes of the ships 

 

n). n ≤ MaxPort. MaxPort is a maximum number of 

ports can be served by a ship. The condition n < 

MaxPort is happened when the number of products 

brought by the ship cannot fulfill all the needs of 

consumption port demands. Otherwise, when n = 

MaxPort, the ship should wait until the rest of the 

products are unloaded in the last port. 

MIRP activity process is repeated every time a 

ship returns to the depot. It is assigned to the next task 

to deliver products to other ports. In this assignment, 

the costs of delivery include travel cost, stockout cost, 

and demurrage cost. The assignment should choose 

the better route that is calculated by hybrid 

metaheuristic method. Therefore, this route provides 

optimum cost. This process is terminated after the 

processing time has reached the time horizon. 

Limitation of factors in real condition needs 

precise calculation to obtain optimum delivery. The 

conditions considered in this problem are defined in 

mathematical model as follows: 

• The number of ship compartments is less or 

equal than product types. This causes a ship may 

not be able to serve all consumption port 

demands in one shipment. This condition can be 

defined as follows: 

 

cos ≤ poc                             (1) 

 

cos is compartment number of ship s and poc is 

product type number of demands from 

consumption port c. 
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• The ship's compartment in one carriage must be 

filled fully to maintain transport efficiency. In 

undedicated compartment, a product can be put 

in any compartments. Capacity of ship’s 

compartment is huge. The number of products in 

a compartment can be more than the number of 

same products on the consumption ports’ 

demands. This condition can be defined as 

follows: 

 

𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑜,𝑝 ≥ ∑ 𝑑𝑚𝑐𝑐,𝑝
𝑛
𝑐=1                 (2) 

 

capco,p is the capacity of compartment co and 

dmc,p is total demands of product p from n 

consumption ports served by the ship. This 

condition causes the rest of the product stored in 

one compartment to be sent to other 

consumption port s until empty. Ships deliver 

products to more than one consumption ports 

until all the products in their compartments are 

emptied. However, the number of ships visit to 

consumption ports is limited to a certain number. 

If there is still product left in the compartment, 

the ship wait at the last consumption port until 

the rest of the product can be moved. This cause 

demurrage cost that can be defined as follows: 

 

DMc = tw × dmt                      (3) 

 

• This delivery uses multi ships to service demand 

of port cities. Ships move from island to islands. 

Travel cost becomes an important issue that has 

to be considered. Most of the costs are due to fuel 

costs. This cost can be defined as follows: 

 

TRc = disi,j × trm                      (4) 

 

TRc is travel cost. disi,j is distance between port 

i and j in nautical mile. trm is travel cost per mile. 

• Stock out of product in every consumption port 

is not allowed. A penalty cost is given when 

there is a stock out of products. This cost is 

defined as follows: 

 

SOc = (Ti – Ti-1) × sot                  (5) 

 

SOc is stockout cost. Ti – Ti-1 is time difference 

between observation time and last stock out. sot 

is stockout cost per unit of time. 

• A ship needs a long-time delivery since the 

distance among islands is far and ships cannot 

move fast. Ships cannot send products 

simultaneously since the arrival of the ships for 

assignment are not at the same time. This 

process needs tracing of ships traveling when 

deliver products. The observation of the process 

is done in a time horizon. The objective of this 

research is to achieve optimum cost of ship 

deliveries due to consumption port demands in a 

time horizon. This cost is calculated from travel 

costs and demurrage costs of ships appear in 

time horizon. This total cost is defined as 

follows: 

 

𝑇𝐶 = min (

∑ ∑ (∑ 𝑇𝑅𝑐𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑘+1
𝑞−1
𝑘=1

𝑟
𝑗=1

𝑠
𝑖=1

+𝑇𝑅𝑐𝑖,𝑗,𝑞,1 +  𝐷𝑀𝑐𝑖,𝑗)

+ ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑆𝑂𝑐𝑙𝑚𝑛 
𝑝
𝑛=1  𝑐

𝑚=1
𝑧
𝑙=1

)  (6) 

 

TC is total cost of bulk product delivery in a 

horizon of time. TC is calculated from costs 

appear from all ships (1, 2, 3, ..., s) and stock out 

of inventory. Every ship has routes (1, 2, 3, ..., 

r) and every route has travel costs TRc between 

port and port (1, 2, 3, ...., q) and return to port 1 

(depot), and demurrage cost DMc. DMc appear 

once in last port. Inventory cost appear when 

there is stockout cost of products (SOc) for every 

(1, 2, 3, …., c) of cities and (1, 2, 3, …., p) of 

product in (1, 2, 3, …, z) of time horizon. 

3. Proposed method 

3.1 Metaheuristics 

In this research, Hybrid Particle Swarm 

Optimization (HPSO) developed and proposed to 

solve IRP with bulk products [15]. HPSO is a new 

hybrid metaheuristic combining PSO, Nahwaz-

Enscore-Ham (NEH), and 3-Opt. PSO is 

metaheuristic method inspired by social behavior of 

animal, namely flocking birds or fish in finding food 

[16, 17]. This metaheuristic generates some particles 

that represent solutions. Each particle has position 

(x) and velocity (v) attributes. x is calculated based 

on v.  They are updated iteratively using the following 

formulae. 

 

vt = w × vt-1 + c1 × rand × (pBest – xt-1)  

+ c2 × rand × (gBest – xt-1)               (7) 

 

xt = xt-1 + vt                           (8) 

 

where vt denotes velocity at iteration t, xt denotes 

position at iteration t. Both v and x work in d dimension. 

Each particle keeps its best value called pBest. The 

best of all pBest is called group best or gBest. At any 

iteration, gBest is the best solution for PSO. It always 

looks at the last position of the particles compared 
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with the position of pBest and gBest.  The position 

of each particle is updated using Eq. (8). This process 

is repeated until termination criteria are reached. 

NEH is a heuristic method that was used f o r  

the first time to solve t h e  problem of production 

scheduling [18]. NEH can find a solution fast. In the 

initialization of its process, every fitness of the 

particle is calculated partially, and the result is sorted 

from worst to the best fitness. This result creates 

sequence S. Every particle is picked up from the 

sequence S and develops a new sequence N. The new 

particle is placed at the best position of sequence N. 

This process is repeated until the last particle of the 

sequence S. Sequence N is the solution of this method. 

Although NEH gives a good solution, for the complex 

data, NEH is not able to reach an optimum solution. 

It always provides the same solution every time this 

method is repeated [15]. 

3-Opt is a local search algorithm widely used to 

solve the Traveling Salesman Problem [15]. This 

algorithm searches three points of the circular 

route to specify three sequences. The sequences are 

shown in Fig. 2. 

These sequences are being observed to make sure 

whether there is a possibility of improving the value if 

the route from the sequence is moved to a new 

sequence. Seven new possibility sequences can be 

transferred according to 3-Opt rule as shown in Fig. 2 

[15]. 

GA is a metaheuristic algorithm inspired by 

natural selection. This metaheuristic method is part of 

the evolutionary algorithms (EA) class. GA provides 

solutions to search problems and optimization. The 

inspiration for biological changes in genetic 

inheritance such as mutation, crossover, and selection 

are adopted by GA [19]. A population of candidate 

solutions called individuals is developed towards a 

better solution. Each candidate solution called 

properties can be mutated and changed. Traditionally, 

solutions are represented in binary as 0 and 1, but 

other encodings are also possible [20]. The 

evolutionary process in GA starts from a population 

of individuals. The values in the individual 

population are obtained from random numbers. In 

this paper, some generation process from random 

numbers is replaced by the NEH algorithm. The next 

process is an iterative process. In this process, the 

population is changed by several techniques in each 

iteration, namely mutation, crossover, and selection. 

These changes in population are called generations. 

In each generation, the fitness value of every 

individual in the population is evaluated. Fitness is 

the value of the objective function in the optimization 

problem being solved. Individuals who are more fit 

are selected stochastically from the current  
 

 
Figure. 2 Seven new sequences in the 3-Opt algorithm 

transferred from the original connection 

 

population. The genome of every individual is 

modified and recombined. The genome can mutate 

randomly to form a new generation. The new 

generation of candidate solutions is used in the next 

iteration of the algorithm. The algorithm terminates 

when the maximum number of generations has been 

reached or a satisfactory fitness level has been 

reached for the population. 

TS was first introduced by Glover [21]. Glover 

stated that TS is a high-level metaheuristic procedure 

for solving combinatorial optimization problems. 

This TS is designed to direct other methods (or 

components of the TS process itself) to exit or avoid 

entering the local optimal solution. TS has the ability 

to produce near-optimal solutions that have been 

utilized in a variety of classical and practical 

problems. It has been used to solve various fields 

ranging from scheduling to telecommunications. TS 

is a metaheuristic algorithm that relies on finding 

neighborhood solutions and local memory. TS tries to 

find a neighborhood solution that is better than the 

current solution. In addition, local memory is used to 

record the searched steps that have been encountered. 

If the searched step has been encountered, it is marked 

as “tabu” or forbidden, then the TS ignore the 

searched step. 

HPSO is developed by combining three 

metaheuristics algorithms. It uses some techniques to 

achieve better solutions, namely [15]: 

1. Initialization 

Each particle represents the sequence of the city to 

be visited (1, 2, ..., c), c denotes the number of 

consumption ports or cities.  In HPSO, 

initialization of the population in PSO method is 

replaced by NEH methods to obtain a better result. 

NEH always provides one solution and in HPSO, 

NEH is modified (MNEH) to provide more than 

one result. Therefore, more than one particle can 

be replaced by MNEH. In this process, PSO and 

NEH interact each other. NEH, which cannot 

move after the end of its process, can be moved by 
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PSO. On the other hand, PSO obtains a better 

initial value of particles compared to the random 

initialization. Improving initialization by NEH 

can be done by 3-Opt method.  

2. Quantum technique 

The best value of every population, namely pBest. 

The best value of global population, namely gBest. 

gBest is obtained from the best pBest. It becomes 

the result value of PSO along its iterated searching 

process. In the searching process, gBest can be 

stuck in optimum local as depicted in Fig. 3. 

Quantum technique is used to move gBest jump 

over the local optimum. The purpose of this 

technique is to move gBest to the global optimum. 

This technique usually uses a random number to 

replace the value of the particles. HPSO uses NEH 

to replace particle values for every pBest of the 

populations. 

The value of particles in a pBest becomes 

initialization input data for NEH. NEH process it 

to search for better value. If this value is better 

than the pBest, it replaces pBest. In this research, 

the quantum technique is not used. 

3. Serial improvement 

This process algorithm improves gBest value by 3-

Opt method. gBest becomes initialization input 

data for 3-Opt. 3-Opt process it and try to search 

a better result. The output of 3-Opt become the 

result of HPSO. 

NEH is a good method to initialize other 

methods that usually use random number. It runs fast 

and provides sharp fitness increasing value. However, 

NEH stop at a certain value and cannot change 

anymore. 3-Opt method usually needs a long-time 

procession. This method uses three-loop processes to 

find three edges to divide the route to become three 

sequences. These sequences are exchanged according 

to the rule of 3-Opt method. In HPSO, 3-Opt is 

placed once at the end of the process. However, this 

does not interfere with the efficiency of processing 

time if it was also placed at the beginning of the 

process. This updating process is expected to 

 
Table 1. Improvement of 3-Opt to NEH method 

No. City NEH NEH + 

3-Opt 

Ef 

(%) 

1 eil76 596 565 5.12 

2 st70 778 684 11.98 

3 berlin52 8274 8118 1.89 

4 eil51 466 455 2.46 

5 att48 35570 34214 3.81 

6 ulysses22 76 76 0.25 

7 ulysses16 74 74 0.00 

8 burma14 31 31 0.00 

 

improve t h e  performance of PSO initialization 

since 3-Opt method can improve NEH method as 

shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 shows Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) 

instances in a different number of cities. 3-Opt 

addition is shown in column NEH + 3-Opt. Column 

Ef denotes the effectiveness of adding 3-Opt. The 

effectiveness of this modification is calculated based 

on the following rule as shown in Eq. (9) [15]: 

 

𝐸𝑓 =
𝐷2−𝐷1

𝐷2
× 100%                    (9) 

 

D1 denotes the average route distance of NEH 

+ 3-Opt calculation result, while D2 denotes the 

NEH calculation result. The effectiveness is 

calculated from the deviation between the NEH and 

NEH + 3-Opt calculation. The effectiveness shows 

how much the reduction in the route distance 

obtained by NEH + 3-Opt calculation is compared to 

the NEH calculation result. 

The effectiveness of NEH + 3-Opt calculation 

improve VRP result value in a big number of cities. 

3-Opt does not provide improvement in a  little 

number of cities. The optimal fitness value has 

been obtained from NEH process. However, adding 

the process of 3-Opt to improve NEH results 

provides a better solution for solving combinatorial 

optimization problems such as IRP. In this research, 

HPSO is modified to improve the performance and  

 

 
Figure. 4 Modified hybrid particle swarm optimization 

(MHPSO) 
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called Modified HPSO (MHPSO). The model of 

MHPSO is shown in Fig. 4. The modification of 

HPSO is performed in PSO initialization carried out 

by NEH. This process is improved by 3-Opt operation. 

Some of the result values of this process are used to 

initialize the populations of PSO. The other 

populations are set by a random number. Thenext 

MHPSO processes are carried out similarly to HPSO. 

The quantum process is not carried out since the PSO 

iteration process is not carried out in large numbers. 

The pseudo-code of the procedure is written in 

Algorithm 1 as follows: 

 

Algorithm 1 

1. For each particle of PSO 

2.    Initialize particle with random number 

3. End For 

4. Generate sequences with NEH 

5. For each sequence obtained from NEH 

6.    Improve sequence with 3-Opt 

7.    Replace particle with sequence 

8. End For 

9. Do 

10.    For each particle 

11.       Calculate fitness value 

12.       If the fitness value is better than the best       

      fitness value (pBest) in history 

13.          set current value as the new pBest 

14.       End If 

15.    End For 

16. Choose the particle with the best fitness value  

   Of all the particles as the gBest 

17.    For each particle 

18.       For each dimension 

19.          Calculate particle velocity according to  

         Eq. (4) 

20.          Update particle position according to Eq.  

          (5) 

21.       End For 

22.    End For 

23. While maximum iterations or minimum error 

criteria is not attained 

24. Improve particle of gBest with 3-Opt 
 

The bold algorithm is the modification of HPSO 

called MHPSO. The result of initialization obtained 

from NEH is improved by 3-Opt before it is used to 

replace the particles of PSO. 

The result of MHPSO is compared with the 

algorithm GA and TS. The GA and TS are also 

treated in the same way as PSO. Both of them are 

initialized by NEH and 3-Opt, and the results of GA 

and TS are improved by 3-Opt. This modification 

of GA and TS are called Hybrid GA (HGA) and 

Hybrid TS (HTS). 

3.2 Maritime inventory routing problem (MIRP) 

MHPSO metaheuristic method is used to solve the 

MIRP. The purpose of using MHPSO is that the 

calculation process can be carried out in an acceptable 

time and the results are close to optimum. 

Assignment activities are carried out repeatedly 

every time the ship docks to the depot until the time 

horizon is reached. The total costs incurred are 

obtained from the sum of each assignment cost until 

the time horizon is reached. These costs include 

travel and inventory costs. The inventory of the depot 

is assumed unlimited. Therefore, there is no waiting 

time for the ship at the depot. The algorithms of 

MIRP processes are shown in Algorithm 2 as follows: 

 

Algorithm 2 

1. Set initialization of ships position when arrived 

to depot 

2. Set schedule LShip() with ships arrival to depot 

order by time 

3. Set initialization of inventory of every product of 

port P for all of port 

4. i = 1 

5. While LShip(i).Time in time horizon 

6.     Get ship S from LShip(i) 

7.     If S arrive in depot port Then 

8.        Set gBest = best pBest for n cities obtained  

       from MHPSO 

9.        Generate gBest to LShip for every n port  

       cities order by time 

10.        Set status of the port cities as served 

11.     Else If S arrive in consumption ports Then 

12.        Update inventory status of port for every  

       product 

13.        Set status of the port city as free to serve 

14.     End If 

15.     i = i + 1 

16. End While 

17. Calculate total cost 

 

LShip denotes the sequence (1, 2, ..., s) of ships 

attributes arrived in a port whether it is depot or 

consumption port. All ships’ positions obtained from 

the initialization process are placed in LShip order by 

arrival time. P denotes the attribute of port (1, 2, ..., c). 

The attributes contain inventory position of products 

in port p. Line 5 in Algorithm 2 describes the process 

of ships’ arrivals. This process is executed until the 

time has exceeded the specified time horizon. The 

algorithm processes every ship’s arrival S in LShip. 

The arrival of the ship S is processed according to the 

type of the port, whether it is a depot or a 

consumption port. If the port is a depot, the ship is 
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assigned to deliver products to some consumption 

ports. 

If assignment of a ship S that is arrived in a depot 

port as in Algorithm 2 line 7, records of every ship 

arrival in consumption ports obtained from gBest are 

generated and added in LShip. gBest is the best route 

of the ship S produced by MHPSO. It contains the 

sequence of cities serviced by the ship, product types 

brought by the ship, and the number of products send 

to the cities. gBest generates another LShip of visited 

cities. These new LShip(s) contain information of 

arrival time, the city, product type and its amount. 

When it processes LShip of the arrival of the ship in 

this consumption port as in Algorithm 2 line 11, the 

status of every product received by consumption city 

is updated. The process continues and move to the 

next ship arrival S as shown in Algorithm 2 line 15. 

If a ship S arrived in the depot as written in 

Algorithm 2 Line 7, this ship S is assigned to deliver 

products to n number of consumption ports. n ≤ 

MaxPort. In this research, MaxPort is limited to only 

3 (three) consumption ports. This means the ship 

receives an assignment to send the bulk product to 

1, 2 or 3 consumption cities depending on the 

carrying capacity of the compartments or several 

cities that are free to be served. If the total carrying 

capacity of the compartments exceeds the total 

demands of consumption ports, the ship wait at the 

last port until all products are unloaded. This incident 

has an impact on the ship that will be charged a 

demurrage cost.  

MHPSO provide gBest. gBest denotes the particle 

that represents the best route with the optimum cost. 

This cost includes travel, product stock out, and 

demurrage cost. gBest is obtained from the 

comparison of the pBest with the previous gBest. If 

pBest is better than gBest, then set the gBest with 

pBest. To calculate the fitness value of pBest, 

Algorithm 3 was developed as follows: 

 

Algorithm 3 

1. Get sequence of port SeqPort from MHPSO 

2. Get sequence of port Seq from SeqPort contain 

city can be served if ≤ MaxPort 

3. Set sequence SProd = Sum (product) of port Seq 

group by product type 

4. Fill ship compartments with product with the type 

are determined by SProd sort by product number 

descending 

5. Set city1 = depot 

6. Set TimeStart = time out from depot 

7. For s = 1 to number of Seq 

8.    If ship compartments are empty Then exit for 

9.    Set city2 = Seq(s) 

10.    Add pBest(s) 

11.    Set pBest(s).city = Seq(s) 

12.    Set pBest(s).TimeIn = TimeStart + distance  

   time from city1 to pBt(s).city 

13.    Add pBest.TravelCost according to distance  

   of city1 and city2 

14.    If city2 is last city Then 

15.       Set pBest(s).TimeOut = pBest(s).TimeIn +  

      unloading time of product + demurrage time 

16.       Set pBest(s).ProductDeliver() = all  

      unloaded product type carried by ship 

17.       Add pBest.DemmurrageCost according to  

      demurrage time 

18.       Add pBest.StockOutCost from empty  

      product in consumption port according to 

      delivered product 

19.    Else 

20.       Set pBest(s).TimeOut = pBest(s).TimeIn +  

      unloading time of product 

21.       Set pBest(s).Deliver() = all unloaded  

      product  

      type carried by ship 

22.       Add pBest.StockOutCost from empty  

      product in consumption port according to 

      delivered product 

23.    Endif 

24.    Set city1 = pBest(s).city 

25.    Set TimeStart = pBest(s).TimeOut 

26. Next s 

27. Add pBest(s) 

28. Set pBest(s).city = depot 

29. Set pBest(s).TimeIn = TimeStart + distance time 

from city1 to pBest(s).city 

30. Add pBest.TravelCost according to distance of 

city1 and depot 

31. Set pBest.Fitness = pBest.TravelCost + 

pBest.DemmurrageCost + pBest.StockOutCost 

 

SeqPort in Algorithm 3 line 1 denotes the sequence 

(1, 2, …, c) of cities or consumption ports served by 

the depot. Seq in Algorithm 3 line 2 denotes the 

sequence (1, 2, …, c) of the chosen city from 

SeqPort served by the ship. SProd in Algorithm 3 line 

3 denotes the sequence (1, 2, ..., p) of an aggregate 

number of every product type from cities in Seq. It 

contains the sum of products grouped by product type. 

The next process in Algorithm 3 line 4, SProd is 

sorted descending. The first product types in SProd 

are used to determine the product type brought by the 

ship in compartments. Not all product types are 

brought because of the limited number of 

compartments. The next process in Algorithm 3 is 

from lines 7 to 26. In this process, pBest is used to 

record the traveling of the ship for every city s. pBest 

contains information of the consumption cities in the 

route, what kind of product types and the number of 
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them are delivered by the ship, and the arrival time to 

the cities. pBest also records the costs globally for all 

cities, namely travel cost, demurrage cost, and 

stockout cost. The last record of pBest is used to save 

information of the ship that returns to the depot city. 

It contains arrival time and travel cost. The fitness 

value of pBest that is recorded in pBest.fitness is 

accumulated from the costs. 

Total cost is calculated after all processes are done 

as in Algorithm 2 line 17. According to Eq. 6, total 

cost (TC) is sum of travel cost (TRc), demurrage cost 

(DMc), and stockout cost (SOc). Total cost can be 

used to measure the effectiveness of heuristics 

method to calculate MIRP. Different metaheuristic 

methods can be compared on their total cost value. 

Travel cost and demurrage cost can be calculated 

from every record of LShip(). Stockout cost has to be 

traced from inventory status from (hour) zero and 

incremented for one hour until the time horizon 

because LShip() only records the number of product 

delivered to the cities. Stockout cost has to calculate 

stock out of other products not delivered. The 

algorithm of the total cost is shown in Algorithm 4 as 

follows: 

 

Algorithm 4 

1. Set TC, TRc, DMc, SOc = 0 

2. For i = 1 to number of records in LShip() 

3.    TRc = TRc + LShip(i).TravelCost 

4.    DMc = DMc + LShip(i).DemmurrageCost 

5. Next i 

6. idx = 1 

7. For i = 1 to time horizon 

8.    If LShip(idx).Time < i Then 

9.       If LShip(idx).City <> depot Then 

10.          For j = 1 to number of product 

11.             If LShip(idx).Product(j) <> 0 Then 

12.                 Set CityLShip(idx).Inventory =  

               LShip(idx).ProductDeliver 

13.             End If 

14.          Next j 

15.       End If 

16.       idx = idx + 1 

17.    End If 

18.    For j = 1 to number of consumption city 

19.       For k = 1 to number of product 

20.          Set City(j).Product(k) = City(j).Product(k)  

         – City(j).DecSpeed(k) 

21.           If City(j).Product(k) ≤ 0 Then 

22.             City(j).Product(k) = 0 

23.             SOc = SOc + City(j).SOcUnit 

24.          End If 

25.       Next k 

26.    Next j 

27. Next i 

28. Set TC = TRc + DMc + SOc 

 

In the first line, all cost is set to zero. Travel cost 

(TRc) and demurrage cost (DMc) are calculated from 

LShip().TravelCost and LShip(i).DemmurrageCost in 

Algorithm 4 line 3 and 4 from every record of LShip(). 

Stockout cost (SOc) is traced from (hour) zero until 

time horizon as shown in algorithm 4 line 7 to 27. For 

every record in LShip() that matches with the tracing 

time, the inventory status of city is updated in 

accordance with the number of products delivered to 

the city as shown in algorithm 4 lines 9 to 17. Every 

tracing time, the inventory status of every product in 

all of the cities is reduced by the decrement speed of 

the product (City(j).DecSpeed(k)). Decrement speed 

is product decrement that is delivered from 

consumption city to the retailers per hour. If 

inventory status of the products lower or equal to zero, 

then it is charged a stockout cost per hour 

(City(j).SOcUnit) as shown in algorithm 4 lines 21 to 

24. Finally, total cost is calculated as shown in 

Algorithm 4 line 28. 

4. Experimental results 

The problem of this paper is the transportation 

of bulk cement from factory port as depot to some 

consumption port cities. The distance between cities 

is shown in Table 2. There are 10 cities, while city 

C1 is the depot. The distances are measured by ship 

trips in a nautical mile. The factory produces two 

types of products namely Ordinary Portland Cement 

(OPC) and Portland Composite Cement (PCC). The 

delivery of the cements does not depend on the 

demand of the consumption cities but the decreasing 

speed of every product sent to retail. When products 

are stock out, the company applies stockout cost. 

When the process is started, the initial for every 

product is set. 

Big capacity ships are used to deliver cements. 

There are 4 ships used by the company, namely V1, 

V2, V3, and V4. These ships have the different 

number of compartments and the capacity of 

compartments. The ships used to deliver products are 

shown in Table 3. 

Loading and unloading speeds are used to load 

cement from depot and to unload cement to the 

consumption city. This activity affects the processing 

and the exit port time. When the process is started, 

the initial for every ship is set. This is the initial time 

when the ships arrived at the depot. 

The process is started by determining the long of 

time horizon expected to be calculated. Throughout 

the process, LShip() is executed one by one. The 
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Table 2. Distances between cities 

City 

Inventory Status/St (ton) 

and 

Decreasing Speed/Sp (ton/h) 
Stockout 

cost 

($/h) 

Distance (Nautical Mile) 

PCC OPC 

St Sp St Sp C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 

C1 0 0 0 0 10 0 744 432 163 274 361 301 634 768 882 

C2 459 8 0 3 10 744 0 369 616 617 928 606 382 150 449 

C3 64 5 509 9 10 432 369 0 573 680 728 711 336 417 558 

C4 565 4 547 5 10 163 616 573 0 153 376 170 774 713 1021 

C5 412 1 0 3 10 274 617 680 153 0 352 78 881 715 1023 

C6 580 7 643 7 10 361 928 728 376 352 0 412 930 1025 1178 

C7 543 1 407 5 10 301 606 711 170 78 412 0 913 703 1011 

C8 192 8 0 3 10 634 382 336 774 881 930 913 0 321 361 

C9 82 7 91 3 10 768 150 417 713 715 1025 703 321 0 374 

C10 361 7 209 6 10 882 449 558 1021 1023 1178 1011 361 374 0 

 

 
Table 3. Ships used to deliver product 

Ship 

Compartment 

Capacity 

(Ton) Speed 

(m/h) 

Loading 

and 

Unloading 

Speed 

(ton/h) 

Travel 

Cost 

($/m) 

Demurrage 

Cost ($/h) 

Initial 

time 

when 

arrives 

to depot 

(h) 
1 2 

V1 1500 0 15 20 2 1 120 

V2 5200 0 15 20 3 2 220 

V3 4000 3500 12 20 5 4 310 

V4 3400 2500 12 20 4 3 450 

 

 
Table 4. LShip() generated from initialization 

Record No 
Time 

(h) 
Ship City 

1 120 V1 Depot 

2 220 V2 Depot 

3 310 V3 Depot 

4 450 V4 Depot 

 

 

execution will stop when LShip().Time achieves time 

horizon. These steps of the process are described as 

follows: 

 

Step 1 – Ship Initialization sets the time when every 

ship achieves to the depot as in Algorithm 2 line 1. 

Even though the ship is still on duty to deliver 

products to cities, this is not taken into account 

because the assignment of the ship is out of the 

current process. The initialization required for the 

ship is when the ship returns to the depot for the next 

assignment. 

Step 2 – Generate LShip() 

LShip() is generated from the position of the ships 

as in Algorithm 2 line 2. The ships create 4 records 

of LShip() from ship V1 to V4. This data is obtained 

from Table 3. LShip().Time is set from t h e  time 

of ship when arrived at the depot and the records 

are ordered by the time of LShip(). Ship is set with 

the ships and LShip(). City with depot. Those 4 

records of LShip() is executed one by one until time 

horizon is achieved. The generation of LShip() data 

from the ship initializations are shown as in Table 4. 

Step 3 – Inventory Initialization 

According to Algorithm 2 line 3, it sets the 

inventory status for every product in all cities. The 

status is set from the data from Table 2 for both 

kind of products (PCC and OPC). The time to set 

the number of every product is set to zero for the 

beginning. 

Step 4 – Processing LShip() 

LShip() generated by ship initializations is processed 

one by one as in Algorithm 2 line 5. There are 2 

conditions of LShip() status according to the type 

of city where the ship arrives. If the city is a depot, 

then go to Step 5 to assign the ship to deliver 

products to the consumption city, otherwise, go to 

Step 8. 

Step 5 – Assigning the Ship 

The first record of LShip() is ship V1 which arrives 

in the depot at (hour) 120. MHPSO provides the 
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Figure. 5 Calculation result 

 

 

sequence of cities that expect the delivery by the 

ship as in Algorithm 2 line 8. It starts from NEH, 

then is improved by 3-Opt, is processed by PSO, 

and the last is improved by 3-Opt. The result is 

stored in pBest. Every result that has a fitness value 

is compared with the previous the best pBest. This 

process takes some time and is iterated to obtain the 

best results of pBest. It is stored in the gBest. For 

example, MHPSO providing the sequence of cities 

(8, 2, 10, 3, 7, 4, 6, 9, 5) is stored in SeqPort as in 

Algorithm 3 line 1. The process looks for cities 

amounting to MaxPort. The cities are not in the plan 

of shipping by other ships as in Algorithm 3 line 2. 

The cities in order are 8, 2, 10, and return to depot. 

The products needed by the cities are recapitulated 

and sorted descending as in Algorithm 3 lines 3 and 

4. The product required is the maximum product 

storage capacity in the cities, minus the inventory 

status of the product. The cities need product PCC 

= 1988 ton and OPC = 2791. OPC is more than PCC, 

it is, therefore, prioritized. Since the ship V1 has 

only one compartment, the ship only carries OPC 

as much as compartment capacities of 1500 ton. 

The ship starts to travel from one city to another, 

starts from city 8. The travel cost and arrival time 

are calculated. Product OPC is calculated on how 

many OPC are unloaded to the silo of city 8. If the 

inventory status was empty then the silo was filled 

to its capacity, otherwise, it was filled with the 

remaining available capacity. If inventory status 

had been emptied for many hours started from the 

last status time, the ship is charged a stockout cost. 

Process time is calculated to set the arrival and the 

departing time. If the contents of the compartment 

are still there, the ship continue its journey to the 

citiy 2 and 10. Especially for city 10 which is at the 

last destination, if the remaining amount of cement 

is still there, the ship wait until the entire contents 

of the compartment are sent. In this case, the ship is 

charged a demurrage cost and the traveling time is 

added. At this step of the process, the ship can only 

serve city 8 and 2 because of the compartment 

capacity. The assignments of the ship V1 are shown 

in Table 5. This data is recorded in pBest and 

repeated until the searching process by MHPSO 

completes. According to the fitness value of the 

data, the best calculation of pBest is recorded to the 

gBest. 

The calculation result for the first record of 

LShip() is depicted in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 shows the 

initialization process increase the fitness value. It is 

increased after 20 iterations and does not change 

until the end of the process. The fitness value that is 

calculated from step PSO process is in the best 

result, therefore improving by 3-Opt does not 

provide better result. 

 
Table 5. Assignments of the ship V1 

Parameter City 8 City 2 Depot Global 

Time in (h) 237 312 387 - 

Time out (h) 287 337 - - 

Product 

delivered/ 

OPC (ton) 

 

1000 

 

500 
- - 

Travel cost ($) - - - 3520 

Stockout cost 

($) 
- - - 4822 

Demurrage 

cost ($) 
- - - 0 

Fitness - - - 8342 
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Table 6. LShip() generated from initialization 

Record 

No 

Time 

(h) 

 

Ship 

 

City 

 

Information 

1 120 V1 Depot Initialization 

2 220 V2 Depot Initialization 

3 237 V1 8 Generation 

4 310 V3 Depot Initialization 

5 312 V1 2 Generation 

6 387 V1 Depot Generation 

7 450 V4 Depot Initialization 

 

 

Step 6 – generate gBest to LShip() 

gBest obtained from MHPSO as shown in Table 5 is 

used to regenerate records in LShip() as in 

Algorithm 2 line 9. The updating of 

LShip()depended on the time when the ship arrives 

to the city as shown in Table 5. The updated LShip() 

is shown in Table 6. 

Step 7 – Status city is served 

All cities are set as “served” as in Algorithm 2 line 

10. Therefore, there are no other ships will plan to 

be assigned to deliver product to the cities before 

the ship arrive to the city. The next process returns 

to the Algorithm 2 line 5. It is continued to the next 

record, namely record number 2 from Table 6. 

Step 8 – Update inventory status 

This step is continuation of Step 4 when the current 

record of LShip is a record when the ship arrives in 

city beside the depot as in Algorithm 2 line 11. An 

example of this step is shown in Table 6 record 

number 3. When ship V1 arrive in city 8, the 

inventory status of OPC is updated from zero ton 

(Table 2) to become 100 ton as assignment of ship 

V1 to city 8 in Table 5. 

Step 9 – Count Total Cost 

Total cost is calculated after LShip().Time achieves 

the time horizon as in Algorithm 2 line 17. The 

calculation algorithm is shown as in Algorithm 4. 

The experiments of MIRP data instances are 

conducted to test the performance of metaheuristic 

method proposed in this research, namely MHPSO. 

Hybrid PSO is used since it provides a better result 

than the original method [15] .  The proposed 

method is compared with other metaheuristic 

methods, such as GA, TS, PSO, HGA and HTS to 

prove the ability of this method in solving MIRP to 

find the lowest total cost. In this case, the time 

horizon is observed for 720 hours (30 days). The 

process of PSO, GA, and TS are iterated for 100 

iterations. The number of ships used to deliver the 

products is varied from three to five to measure the 

utility of the ship appropriately. The result is 

recalculated for 30 calculations and the data with 

minimum total cost of every method is selected as 

best method for certain data. Total cost is calculated 

from travel cost, demurrage cost, and stock-out cost. 

This process is observed from 10 sets of data 

instances from city C10 to C28 of which result can be 

seen in Table 7. 

Table 7 shows that MHPSO provides on average 

0.64% more effective than GA, TS, PSO, HGA and 

HTS for some data (C10, C12, C16, C26, C28). In 

this table, it is also concluded that hybrid method 

that is implemented in PSO (MHPSO) provides 70% 

better solution of PSO results, while hybrid 

techniques implemented in GA (HGA) and in TS 

(HTS) do not have better results of their original 

methods without hybrid. 

Total cost which consists of travel, demurrage, 

and stock out costs of every method in Table 7 show 

a certain pattern. Fig. 6 shows a graphic of costs 

obtained from MHPSO. The minimum total cost of 

the data calculated by MHPSO is achieved when it is 

calculated data from C12 data instance. 
 

 

Table 7. Total cost of metaheuristic methods ($) 

Data 
City  

Amt 
GA TS PSO HGA HTS MHPSO Efficiency  

C10 10 483238 521574 483238 521574 521805 450214* 6.83% 

C12 12 350772 351723 350772 350772 351740 350067* 0.20% 

C14 14 382057 381714* 382057 382057 387457 382057 -0.09% 

C16 16 413645 411169 412186 413023 415307 410802* 0.09% 

C18 18 436071 431530* 431863 438785 442437 432649 -0.26% 

C20 20 463552 462705* 464695 464023 467270 464015 -0.28% 

C22 22 487712 487082* 488148 489086 491798 487678 -0.12% 

C24 24 520994* 521315 521162 521962 529339 521162 -0.03% 

C26 26 548331 548865 548165 549504 558597 547647* 0.09% 

C28 28 582595 582901 580694 582975 583900 580673* 0.00% 

Average 0.64% 
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Figure. 6 Costs of MHPSO results 

 
Figure. 7 Ship’s utility 

 

The total costs in Fig. 6 use four ships to deliver 

product. Different number of ships produce different 

optimum result which can be seen in Fig. 7. Based on 

Fig. 7 it can be concluded that the MIRP of all data 

has minimum cost when it uses three ships. This 

result can be considered as the reason why to choose 

three ships only to deliver product from depot to all 

consumption ports. The total cost in Fig. 7 still does 

not consider the charter cost of the ships. If the charter 

cost is considered, the saving cost will be much 

higher when using only three ships. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, the MIRP problem has been solved 

using some metaheuristics. MHPSO is hybrid 

metaheuristics that can provide the best solution 

effectively in reasonable computing time. MIRP can 

be solved by tracing the shipping activity. This 

technique is used to investigate the moving of ships 

to deliver products from depot to the consumption 

cities. Inventory status must be maintained to avoid 

stock out of products from depot to the demand cities. 

Some ships are used to deliver products to some 

different cities. The assignment process was repeated 

over the time horizon each time a ship arrives at the 

depot. This process takes a few moments to 

determine the best route to reach the demand cities, 

calculate the travel time and visit each city, determine 

the type and amount of product to be carried by ship, 

and calculate the costs incurred. This complex 

problem is better solved using metaheuristics due to 

time consumption reasons.  

For the next research,  MIRP problem can be 

applied to different cases. MIRP can be applied to 

other bulk products, such as bulk oil transportation. 

The varied data might be set in more detail to 

approximate the real conditions and create a flexible 

case. Costs can be broken down more thoroughly to 

obtain precise decision-making, and different ships can 

deliver products to the city that has been planned 

served by the other ship as long as it delivers different 

products. A new algorithm can be developed to 

calculate the optimum utility of the ships used to 

deliver product in MIRP. 
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